Empower Your Organization with the
Automation Bundle
You go to work on a mission to help the most vulnerable populations in the world.
Yet much of your time is spent juggling many operations tasks, navigating manual
processes and managing various funding requirements.
Help your organization do more with less by automating service delivery with our
time saving features - ETO® Workflow, ETO® Alerts, and eSignature! While you are
at it, save big on the overall cost of the features by bundling!

eSignature
Automate signatures in
the system throughout
the workflow

Alerts

Ensure tasks are completed
on time and that colleagues
stay informed.

https://socialsolutions.com

Workflow
Guide users through
pre-defined
program steps.
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Keep Everyone in Sync
ETO® Workflow ensures your users never miss a step in service delivery
by providing an easy-to-use workflow tool right on the dashboard. ETO
Alerts keeps all staff aligned and informed throughout the Workflow
process!

Be More Productive
Your users will be guided through your pre-defined processes
with conditional next steps complete with links to actionable
tasks saving time and increasing productivity. ETO® Alerts makes
communicating updates and other critical information to all
stakeholders a snap with triggered notifications.

Mitigate Training & Improve Data Quality
Because steps are clearly defined within each Workflow, ETO® will guide
users through your defined processes, which reduces errors and training.
ETO® Alerts ensures users are staying on-task and on-deadline.

Foster Transparency & Communication
Workflow provides a clear picture of the work being done, every
step of the way. Managers have the confidence that comes with
visibility into the process, and stakeholders stay in the loop with
automated alerts.

GET STARTED TODAY
Learn more about how you can improve service delivery by automating workflows,
notifications and approvals with the Automation Bundle today.
https://socialsolutions.com

Call 1-877-441-2111 or email moreinfo@socialsolutions.com
https://socialsolutions.com
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